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DAPAS Colorie (Early Access)
eVida Educational

Everyone

This app is in development. It may be unstable.

This app is not available for your device

Add to Wishlist Install

Colorie is a game made up of a few minigames that require focused, sustained and selective

attention. Its objective is the training of visual gnosis, the ability to visually recognize different colors

and attribute meaning to them. 

Each of the minigames has a different objective, but all of them are related to the colors and their

identi�cation. 

In some, interference in the reaction time of a task, known as the Stroop effect, is measured. For

READ MORE

WHAT'S NEW

v4

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Updated

February 17, 2021

Size

Varies with device

Installs

0+

Current Version

Varies with device

Requires Android

Varies with device

Content Rating

Everyone

Learn more

Permissions

View details

Report

Flag as inappropriate

Offered By

eVida

Developer

elife2.deusto@gmail.com
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